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From the DMT Main Menu:
1.  Select Arrivals.
2.  Select Drop Ship Management.

Users can select the appointment from 
the Scheduled Arrivals screen as well.

3.  Manually enter an Appointment ID or 
scan a 99M Mailer Placard bar code.

4. Select Search.  
The appointment data will be 
populated on the screen.

5.  Select Arrive.
A message box will appear to confirm 
the Arrival Time.

6.  Select Yes.
The IMD will prompt the user to create 
a 99Z Temporary Trailer bar code.

Drop Shipments
Drop shipments should be checked in and closed out on the SV IMD using the 
Appointment ID found on the 8125. It is important to complete the entire drop 
shipment arrival process so the data that is collected can be transferred to FAST and 
PostalOne! and associated to the proper appointment and Mailer. 

Arrive Scheduled Drop Shipment
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99Z Temporary Trailer Bar Code
If a permanent Trailer bar code is not available, a unique 99Z
Temporary Trailer bar code should be used for each drop
shipment appointment. 
1. Enter the Trailer Number.
2. Enter the trailer Length.
3. Enter the trailer E-Tracks.
4. Select Print.
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Note: If 99Z Temporary Trailer bar code has already been printed, select Skip.!
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Drop Shipments

From the Arrivals Menu:
1. Select Drop Ship Management.
2. Select the Unsched button.
3. Select the Arrival date and time.
4. Enter the Scheduler ID.

Note: A valid Scheduler ID must be entered in order to 
create a drop shipment appointment that will properly 
transfer to FAST and associate to the correct Mailer.

If the driver does not know the Scheduler ID, they
should be instructed to contact their dispatcher in
order to obtain it. For first-time mailers without a 
Scheduler ID, enter a single “0” (zero) in the 
Scheduler ID field.

5.  Select Save.
A message box will appear to confirm the save.

6. Select OK.
An Appointment ID will be generated and the user will
be navigated back to the Drop Shipment Search
screen.

7.  Select Arrive.
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Note: An Unscheduled Drop Shipment should only be created if a drop shipment 
cannot be arrived by an Appointment ID because it is unknown and unavailable on the 
8125. Scheduled drop shipments must be arrived using the correct Appointment ID.

!

Unscheduled Drop Shipments
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Drop Shipments

Pallet Unload

1. If pallets are labeled with 99M Mailer Placard bar codes, 
scan each bar code as the pallet is unloaded from the 
trailer.  

2. Select Unload Start if 99M Placards are not available.
The Unload Start button will be disabled.

Note: The Unload Start time will be recorded as the earliest
time of either the first Unload scan or when the Unload Start
button was selected. 

!

1. Scan the Trailer bar code.
2. Scan a Dock Door bar code or select a dock door from 

the drop-down menu.
The Dock Assign button will be enabled.

3. Manually enter the driver’s name.
The driver name is not required, but can be entered at 
this time.  

4.  Select the Dock Assign button.
A message box will appear to confirm the Dock Assign 
time.

5. Select Yes.

Dock Assign
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USPS

99M123456789012345678909

99M Mailer Placard bar code:
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After capturing and confirming the Arrival Time for the drop 
shipment, the user will be directed to the Dock Assign screen:

Note: If Unload scans were performed, selecting the Unload End button is 
not required as the Unload End time will be automatically populated.
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3. Complete all Unload scans or select the Unload End button 

after all pallets have been unloaded.
A message box will appear to confirm the Unload End time.

4. Select Yes.
5. Select Next to proceed to the Drop Shipment Summary screen.
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Drop Shipments
Note:  A "Container Needs to be Resolved" message box will appear when 99M 
Mailer Placards are Unload scanned before the trailer has been associated to an 
appointment.  A trailer arrive is required to associate the trailer to the 
appointment.  Scans will not be lost as long as the trailer arrive is performed. 

Appointment Irregularities

If there are appointment-level 
irregularities to report:
1.  Select the Irreg button.

The Irregularity Reporting screen 
will display.

2. Select each applicable appointment 
irregularity for the drop shipment 
and select Save.

! Note: If the drop shipment arrives with multiple appointment numbers for the 
same shipment, it should be recorded on the Multi Appt tab of the Irregularity 
Reporting screen, which can be accessed by clicking on the right arrow.

Container Irregularity

1. If there are any container-level 
irregularities to report, select Ctr Irreg.
The Container Irregularity Reporting 
screen will appear.  Enter the 99M 
Mailer Placard bar code and report the
container irregularities and select Save.

2.  If any containers or pallets need to be
rejected, select Ctr Sts.
The Container Status screen will appear 
listing all containers that have been 
scanned or added to the drop shipment. 
Select containers to reject as necessary.

!
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Drop Shipments

Mailers are required to provide details about what they expect to deliver 
when they create drop shipment appointments. When the shipment arrives at 
a USPS facility, users should report what was actually received. It is 
important to record accurate information so that actual versus expected 
appointment content can be reconciled.

From the Drop Shipment Summary screen:
1. Select the Appt Sts tab to edit the % Bed Load and % 

Load.
2. Select the Ml Cls tab to specify the mail classes.
3. Select the Ctr Cnt tab to adjust container counts, if 

necessary.
This tab will be pre-populated with the values the 
Mailer entered when creating the appointment.

5. Select the HU Cnt tab to adjust bed loaded handling 
unit counts, if necessary.
This tab is used to report any items, other than pallets, 
that were received.  It is also pre-populated with the 
values the Mailer entered when creating the 
appointment.  Up to four-digit entries are allowed.

6. Select Save. 
A message box will appear to confirm that the 
information has been saved.

7. Select OK

Note: Information recorded on the Ctr Cnt and HU Cnt tabs will be 
sent back to FAST; therefore, it is very important to record accurate 
information.

!

Report Drop Shipment Contents
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Drop Shipments
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Close Drop Shipment
After the actual contents of the drop shipment have been 
reported, the Drop Shipment can be closed:

Note: No changes can be made to an appointment after it is 
closed.

1. Select Close.
A message box will appear to confirm the Close.
2.  Select Yes.
The appointment has been closed and the container count and 
irregularities will be sent to FAST along with the Arrival, 
Unload Start and Unload End times. Only the Arrival, Unload 
Start, and Unload End times will populate in TIMES.
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The Advanced Shipment Notification (ASN) bar code on 
the 8125 must also be scanned, in a process outside the 
Drop Ship Management functions. This customer service 
scan can be performed using the SV IMD.  From the DMT 
Menu:
1. Select Scanner Main Menu.
2. Select Other Scanning.
3. Select Cust Service.
4. Scan the bar code on the 8125.

A message box will appear to confirm that the shipment
is complete.

5. Select Yes or No, as appropriate.
The scanned bar code will populate in the data grid.

6. Select Transmit.

Note: There is no need to transmit between each 8125 bar 
code scan.  To scan additional bar codes before 
transmitting, repeat steps 4-5.

Scan the 8125
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